Film

artan Dail

The movie "To Die in Madrid," based on the novel by
Ernest Hemingway will be
shown tonight at 7:30 in the
College Union Umunhum
Room. The film is about the
Spanish Civil War, and will
be followed with a commentary by a loyalist who fought
in that war.
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Toran Looks
At Possible 4"’
Cop Liaison
By CLIFF MATOI
Daily Political Writer
"I’m planning on conducting an investigation," said A.S. Attorney
General Reggie Toran, "to find out
where the channels of communications
failed between students and police last
Thursday."
’I’d like to look into the possibility of
re-establishing the old position of the
police liaison officer,’ he continued.
Toran explained that the police liaison officer who had been assigned to the
SJS campus until a few years ago was
to be a direct link between students and
the police department.
"The only problem was, people didn’t
know of his existence," said Toran.
"His role was never clear and no one
knew exactly how the office was to
work.
"It’s unfortunate the office had stopped operation, because I think it was a
mistake not to let our own campus
security handle the entire situation last
week," he asserted." We need a permanent officer on campus to work with
the administration and the student body
leaders, some one who would know the
mood and temperament of the entire
campus. In particular, we need someone who would have to consult both students and administrators before he
called police onto campus."
According to San Jose Police Chief
1Ray Blackmore, Deputy Chief Ross
Donald, who called for additional police
aid last Thursday, acts only as a quick
liaison and does not appear on campus
every day.
"Chief Donald, who is the head of our
prevention and control division, only
goes on campus when something is held
which might develop into trouble," said
Chief Blackmore. "His problem is to
make the right moves at the right
times, to prevent any escalation of violence or having any incident get out of
nd.
"He has no blueprint to follow or book
of rules to consult. He has to size up the
iituation and use his own judgment.
He’s done a good job in the past, and
I’m sure he felt justified in the actions
le took last week."
"We used to have an officer stationed
at campus day to day, all year round,"
idded Chief Blackmore, "but when an
.ifficer was shot some time ago, we had
o curtail the office.
-There was much public concern exessed that, two men should be in each
iatrol car. Since the city wasn’t in the
inancial position to authorize the
illocation of the amount of money it
vould have taken to expand our force,
:e decided to handle the situation
idministratively. We had to transfer
en back to patrol work to provide two
en in the patrol cars and at the same
iime maintain the same day to day
trol service for the city.
’I’d like to have a man on campus
permanently," he commented, "but
iresently we just don’t have the suffiient personnel."

McKenzie
Scott McKenzie, the singer
who immortalized the flower
children of San Francisco’s
Haight-Ashbury District will
appear in a free concert in
the College Union Loma
Prieta Room at noon today.
The concert is open to all students.

City Police Summoned
After Joint Decision
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ORGANIZERRobin David, San Francisco regional office worker for the Student
Mobilization Committee To End The War In Indochina, helps organize SMC activities at SJS. Information about SMC may be obtained from a table on the College
Union patio. SMC will hold its first meeting Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Almaden
Room of the College Union,

According to police and administration representatives, there were no
uniformed or plainclothes police on
campus Thursday prior to the first two
arrests.
Elmer Klein, chief of the uniformed
police for San Jose, and Dr. Burton R.
Brazil, executive vice president, both
stated that campus security guards
were the only police agency on campus
until protesters tried to bring a mock oil
derrick onto the terrace outside the College Union ballroom.
At that point, two demonstrators
were arrested in the protest of alleged
war -related recruiting.
According to Chief Klein, Ernest
Quinton, chief of campus security, and
Ross Donald, San Jose police deputy
chief, asked for plainclothes police
from the city force to aid his men
during the oil derrick incident. Before
this time, the only member of the San
Jose police force on campus was Chief
Donald, according to Chief Klein.
Chief Donald serves as liaison between the campus and the city police.
According to Dr. Brazil, he is stationed
on campus any time there is prior
knowledge that a large crowd will form.
Chief Quinton said that the only
reason plainclothes police came on
campus Thursday was because he and
Chief Donald agreed that the security
force needed assistance.

"City police are never called on
campus unless they are requested to do
so by either President John H. Bunzel
or, in his absence, Quinton," said Dr.
Brazil. "This is a policy that was included in Dr. Bunzel’s address to the
faculty in September."
Chief Quinton reports that at the time
of Thursday’s incident, there were
approximately eight security guards on
duty.
"After the men were trounced and
the two arrests were made, we felt that
if they ( the protesters) continued in this
manner we would need help," said
Chief Quinton.
According to Quinton, when trouble
continued, city police, who were to
serve as a backup crew for Quinton’s
men, helped make arrests and assisted
in controlling the crowd.
When police attempted to take the
arrested students from the ballroom to
the squad cars, however, the crowd
prevented it, according to Chief Klein.
It was at this time that Chief Donald
called for more assistance because
demonstrators were dropping pieces of
concrete on officers attempting to
transfer those in custody, Chief Klein
said.
The additional help was to hold the
crowd back while those arrested were
being removed, according to Chief
Klein. Answering the call was what

Peace Group Reorganizes;
Plans Non -Violent Rallies

By LANCE FREDEMSEN
Daily Political Writer
Find yourself against the war, but
you shy away from a socialist revolution? Mass demonstrations appeal to
you more than battles in the streets?
Maybe, the answer for you is the Student Mobilization Committee (SMC(, a

branch of the National Peace Action
Coalition.
Nick Rosner, SJS junior majoring in
psychology, has started a drive to reopen SMC as a SJS organization. SMC
was organized in 1966 and was active at
SJS during the demonstrations against
the Cambodian invasion last spring, but

SJLF Conducts Search
For Reliable Witnesses
With the last of the 13 arrested in
Thursday’s violence out on bail, the
major concern of San Jose 1.iberation
Front ( SJI.F I members is obtaining reliable witnesses to the events, a SJLF
spokesman said.
A continuance of pleas for most of
those arrested has been set for Friday
at 1:30 p.m. in the Municipal Courthouse, 200 W. Bedding.
The SKY still needs written statements from anyone who witnessed any
of Thursday violence between students

and members of campus security and
the San Jose Police Department.
Werner Becker, John Boesom, Craig
Shubert and Darell (Gino) Varadan,
were released last night when their
bond was posted with money collected
by the SJI.F since Thursday.
However, donations to cover legal
costs will still be accepted at the SJI,F
literature table in the College Union
patio, the spokesman said. Any money
not used will go toward the start of a
permanent bail fund.

has since disbanded.
With the help of Robin David, SMC
regional office worker from San Francisco, Rosner plans to rebuild the
organization and hold "massive and
peaceful rallies against the war."
Rosner feels the SMC plays a vital
role in "keeping the issue alive. Since
1966, the SMC has kept the issue of the
war on the mind of the people."
The SMC’s first meeting, to organize
the group, will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in the Almaden Room of the
College Union.
"Our program is simple," explained
Rosner. "We fight for the immediate
and unconditional withdrawal of all
United States’ troops and material
from Southeast Asia, for abolition of the
draft, and against all forms of campus
complicity with the war.
"We support self-determination for
Vietnam and Third World America, and
constitutional rights for G.I.’s and high
school students," said Rosner.
Rosner believes the masses hold the
power of the country. "A general strike
could close the country up, and that

would be best. But, mass movements
also have a profound effect."
While the tactics of the SMC may
differ from the San Jose Liberation
Front, SMC asks all those who believe
in "self determination and ending the
war" to join their ranks. "We don’t
want to splinter the movement and isolate anti -war forces," said Rosner.
"The SMC acts as a vehicle to keep
people on the militant tract, but not just
breaking windows," added David. "In
the Cambodian demonstrations, the
framework of the SMC helped channel
the people into a mass movement."
Politicians are not the answer for the
SMC. "The politicians talk about ending the war, but they keep appropriating the funds," said David. "The SMC
doesn’t support candidates."
David does not support the "Peace
Initiative." He feels the force of the
"movement" should be directed toward
immediate withdrawal.

appeared to be members of the San
Jose Tactical Squad.
However, according to Chief Klein
and Police Chief Ray Blackmore, it was
not a trained tactical squad, but rather
members of the force training in tactical maneuvers. It was only coincidence that they happened to be in tactical uniforms when they received the
call for help, said Chief Klein.
Chief Blackmore emphasized that the
men involved were trained police officers, some with 10-15 years experience,
not rookies, as rumor had it.
"At no time would we send 25 or 30
people on campus without previous
training," he said.
According to Chief Klein, the police
had thought Thursday’s demonstration
would be peaceful and were surprised
that they were even called on campus.

A.S. Funds
Sink; Clubs
Seek Cash
Presently, the status of available
Associated Student funds is very low.
After yesterday’s Special Allocations
meeting, Councilman James Lee reported there is $4,500 left in the fund.
Despite the seemingly low reserve,
Special Allocations voted to favor
several requests for money from
various campus groups.
These requests will be submitted for
approval at today’s A.S. Council meeting at 4 p.m.
Reed magazine is resubmitting a
request for $1,500 to finance the publishing and printing of their magazine.
Reed is the only literary magazine at
SJS and is published annually in May at
SJS.
If council approves the Reed request,
$750 will be returned to the A.S. general
fund after their sales are made.
Steve Mooney, editor of Reed, is also
asking for permission to donate any
profits from the Reed sales to the EOP.
The Advertising Career Day committee is requesting $1,000 to cover
expenses for Ralph Nader to speak at
their Second Annual Advertising
Career Day which will be held on
Friday, April 23.
The SJS Model United Nations will
also submit a request for $1,439 to send
a delegation to the Model United
Nations Convention of the Far West
which will convene in Los Angeles this
year.

I Don’t Wanna Play!

Constitution Needs Overhaul

Recall Election Useless
By ROBERT PELLERIN
Daily Political Writer
Many people at SJS consider next
eek’s ( March 16-17) election to recall
%.S. President Bill Langan a futile
aste of time and money.
Even recall leaders Andy McDonald
ind David Krawitz have voiced their
)pposition to holding the election this
ate in the school year.

The recall vote comes only six weeks
fore the A.S. general election which
s been tentatively set for April 27-28.
if Langan is recalled, his replaceent would have less than five weeks in
ifice before facing a new election.
That would give the new president
ttle time to do anything, other than
ne up appointments to executive ofces. But even those appointments
ould be subject to approval by A.S.
ouncil. By the time such appointees
ere approved, and accustomed to
eir new posts, the term would be
er.
Very few, if any, changes in A.S.
vernance could be affected in the
ort time allowed. The general system
checks and balances built into the
vernment would limit any changes.

According to Election Board Chairman Bob Riner, the recall election will
cost only $45, since use of computers in
the engineering department to tabulate
ballots will be free. But Hiner estimated that his under -staffed board will
put in at least 35 hours in supervising
the voting.
So the big question on campus is,
"Why hold a recall election this late in
the year? Why not wait until the
general election, and save all the time
and money."
The answer is that the article of the
A.S. Constitution dealing with recall is
weak. It is nearsighted in its provisions
for the process of a recall.
That article states an election must
be held if a petition signed by 10 per
cent of the student body is turned in.
According to the article, if the petition
is valid "no restriction shall be enforced which would serve to impede
implementation" of the election.
Since the petition has finally been
validated, the A.S. is compelled by the
A.S. Constitution to hold the election. As
A.S. Chief Justice Bo Pitsker has said,
"It is a bad law that must be changed,
but we can’t ignore it."
Several changes should be made in
the recall clause of the constitution to
avoid future problems in the recall
area.
The faults with the recall clause are

numerous. First, it does not provide a
deadline for the turning in of petitions.
With the present clause, it would be
possible for a recall committee to spend
a whole year collecting signatures.
In addition, the Constitution requires
that the election board take just three
days to determine the validity of the
petition. Since it is possible that a petition may include many invalid signatures, that time limit is impractical.

X.
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*
*
little interest is shown In Experimental College’s Commune Day,
Page 8.

Furthermore, the constitution turns all
power over the recall to Judiciary if the
election board takes longer than three
days.
The recall article also provides that
the petition signer’s A.S. card number
accompany his signature. But that
requirement is really useless, since the
A.S. card numbers are not cross-filed
by the administration.
Perhaps the clause should require
recall leaders to announce their intentions formally before collecting signatures. Then a time limit ( maybe two
weeks) should be placed on the collecting of names. This process is now
followed in most state and city recall
elections.
The election board would then be
granted more time to validate the petitions, and it would avoid a dragged -out
recall.
The clause should also require that
names be printed legibly, as well as
signed, on the recall petition.
It would also be helpful if the administration began filing A.S. cards by
number, as well as alphabetically. That
way, an illegible signature could be
verified quickly by the number. This
fault in the present recall procedure
was perhaps the biggest element in
bringing about such a delay in the
Langan recall process. An improvement is indeed necessary.

Perhaps it’s confusion, perhaps Ws stubbornness, but whatever the reason,
Andrew: ( center) is adamant in his refusal to play hokey-pokey. Andrew. 3, is
..: one of the youngest of a group of children participating in a language activity
program in the Speech Pathology Department.
Photo by D.J. Salvatore
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Editorials

Protest Reflections

Nearly a week has passed since the unfortunate clash between protesters
and police on the SJS campus. The Spartan Daily feels its time to reflect on
the incident and the controversy which has followed.
Each day since Thursday’s confrontation, the explanation of the event has
continued to change. We are still not sure we know all the facts. However, it is
probably certain that no one can piece together the entire incident with accuracy.
The Daily has been praised for its coverage by members of the San Jose Police Department and campus radicals. We have also been sharply criticized
for "inaccuracies" in our editorial by college President John H. Bunzel.
The Spartan Daily also has been accused by others of inaccurate reporting
and immature editorials. We will not take all the blame.
Dr. Bunzel apparently thought Monday’s Academic Council meeting was the
appropriate place to verbally attack an editorial which appeared in that day’s
Daily. He then proceeded to give his account of what happened last Thursday.
Dr. Bunzel was not present on campus during the confrontation. He said his
information was compiled from his staff, the police and students. Isn’t it possible he can be as misinformed as he accuses the Daily of being?
We cannot maintain that our account is completely accurate. After all, we
had only eight reporters covering a demonstration involving approximately
400 persons.
Apparently, the first outburst of violence broke out before city police were
called on campus. The details are sketchy. The administration claims that
campus security officers were jumped by students. The reports are conflicting. We have yet to be shown any proof of the administration’s statement.
Thursday’s decision to block the College Union stairway was a bad one.
Campus security should have blocked doors to the ballroom, not the stairway
to the terrace. Friday’s demonstration proved that protesters could picket
peacefully directly outside the recruiting station.
If the attempt to block the protesters, had not been made, perhaps, just perhaps, violence would not have occurred.
The question now arises of who called city police onto campus. The first
story, straight from an administration spokesman, pointed to San Jose Police
Department Deputy Chief Ross Donald. Now, the administration claims
campus security Chief Earnest Quinton had a hand in the final decision. Which
story should we believe? The credibility gap is growing.
We disagree with Dr. Bunzel’s contention that campus security could not
have handled Thursday’s incident. The major violence did not occur until city
police made their way on campus.
Neither can the Daily condone the actions of a small group of violent demonstrators. Their actions were disgusting, and we have said so since our first editorial stand on the issue.
However, Dr. Bunzel told the Academic Council Monday that one demonstrator was yelling for supporters to join him on the balcony. The demonstrator, Craig Shubert, was then removed by a plainclothes policeman from
inside the Union, according to Dr. Bunzel. A Daily reporter standing next to
Shubert at the time said that not one, but four police grabbed Shubert and
dragged him into the Union. Whose account should we believe’?
In contrast to Thursday’s violence, Friday’s protest remained peaceful. The
demonstrators and the administration should be commended. But the question
now arises of what brought about this sudden change. Was it the absence of
city police? Or could it have been that the demonstrators were not prevented
from picketing the war-related recruiting? These questions deserve serious
thought.
Still, the Daily believes better strategy on everyone’s part could have prevented the unfortunate incident. The 13 arrests and five injuries were for nothing.

’Yes’ Vote Asked
Should the President of the United States have the power to send American
troops to fight in foreign wars without getting permission from Congress first?
The assemblyman representing the San Jose State community, Democrat
Alister McAlister, apparently thinks he should.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-San Jose, has introduced legislation
which would attempt to make it illegal for the president to commit soldiers to
fight in wars without first following the constitutional procedures for declaring
war. President Nixon has been sending troops to Vietnam without following
the constitutional outlines of getting permission from Congress first.
The "unconstitutional wars" bill is currently in the Assembly Judiciary
Committee, where it will be voted on Monday. Vasconcellos has secured only
six of the seven votes he needs for passage at this time.
McAlister holds one of the now-negative votes that could be the deciding
factor in the fate of the bill. He has said that he opposes the measure because it
would "hamper the power of the President to carry out foreign policy" by
forcing him into the belligerent action of declaring war every time he wished
to send troops to an allied nation.
However, it is obvious that it is about time that the President’s power is
"hampered" in the critical area of sending men to fightand dieon foreign
soil. Perhaps if the President needed Congressional approval to send troops to
war, fewer and less costly Vietnams would be the result.
We urge our readers who are registered to vote in the 25th Assembly District Milpitas, the college community, downtown and Eastside San Jose, and
all of east and south Santa Clara Valley north of Coyote Reservoir --to contact
McAlister and ask him to vote "yes" for Assembly Bill 233 on Monday. The
Assemblyman can be reached at Room 2169, State Capitol, Sacramento, 95814.
We urge McAlister to seriously consider the wishes of his constituents when
deciding whether or not this bill shall reach the floor of the Assembly.
And finally, we urge McAlister to submit himself to the most important test:
to examine his own conscience and decide if he can honestly allow this important piece of legislation to die and still remain true to his own values and
principles.

"Perhaps you’d like to step over to our credit loan department!"

Letters To The Editor

Not Apathetic; Rampant
Open Letter
To Ted James, SJLF:
According to recent articles in the San
Jose Mercury and the Daily, you ore dis
tressed with the high degree of student
apathy here at San Jose State. Although
I have a great deal of respect for -ou
personally, I feel a need to refute
assertion as uniustified and unquali.
I wonder, primarily, if perhaps your
accusation is a result of the decline ..1
popularity of militant activities on
campus this year? It has, after all, been
a relatively slow- year for demonstrations and confrontations. I do not in any
way begrudge you your causes or your
efforts, but I feel that to label me apathetic because I do not agree with your
radical method for attempting to effect
social change is to both you and me an
in
Thereare, I believe, many of us on this
campus who still cliDg to the idea that
we are here for the primary purpose of
gaining a formal college education. We
do not deny, we in fact endorse the importance of and need for social concern
and community involvement. Many of us
actively participate in a variety of projects aimed at solving these problems.
We recycle cans, join VISTA, work for
Senator McGovern. We are as aware as
you that change is needed, and we. as
you, work for the changes to which we
attach the greatest urgency in the way
we consider most effective.

Staff Comment

’The Fight’
By GEOFF EASTMAN
It was brutal, punishing, rugged and
truly a heavysomewhat miraculous
weight fight of champions.
It had been billed as "The Fight," and
that it most certainly was. Millions of
boxing fans who payed exorbitant prices
to witness the event on closed-circuit
T.V. definitely got their money’s
worth...and then some!
There weren’t too many boxing buffs
who predicted the battle would last 15
rounds. At times, those of us witnessing
the spectacle. KNEW it wouldn’t last
15...but it did! We got our $12.50’s
worth.
The unanimous decision that Joe Frazier received was well deserved....he
carried the fight on his own terms, not
allowing Muhammad Ali to fight his customary long-range" type of fight.
Frazier consistently bulled his way
inside on All. thus nullifying any advantage that Ali had in reach over him.
There have been conflicting reports as
to the scoring of the fight...I feel that the
referee, who had it 8-6-1 for Frazier, and
one judge, who scored it 9-6 for Frazier,
were about as accurate as possible in a
fight of such magnitude.
The second judge, who ruled it 11-4
for Frazier, must have seen a lot of
things that I didn’t see....lt was definitely
closer than that.
boxers- did their share of
Both
clowning and entertaining the audience
throughout the fight, but it did not deter
either of them from getting down to the
-business- at hand.
Both Ali and Frazier deserve plaudits
for their fine performance. Their physical stamina was unbelievable...both
fighters were in excellent condition.
Hopefully there will be a rematch between Frazier and Ali. If it turns out to
be anything like last night’s battle....get
it’ll be well worth
your tickets early
the expense to view it "live."

The difference, it seems, between you
and me is not one of vision. I think most
of us can see the problems with which
we are confronted. We differ, rather, in
the method of attacking these problems.
If m:, ^-iethod is more subtle than yours,
or le.s radical, am I necessarily apa,etic ? I have chosen to spend my time
impus attending classes first and
iing social and political goals
i.id; you have chosen to involve
-A in militant, on -campus confron: A-1 politics.
four remarks seem to imply that
those of us who do not involve ourselves
in militant protest are apathetic. If this is
your standard ot jAgment, then most of
us are indeed apathetic. If, however, you
can accept the fact that one can be involved und concerned with war and
people and trees on a non -militant basis,
and if one can at the some time maintain
his quest for higher educalion on this
campus, then I and 041rs like me plead
not guilty to apathy.
Richard J. Harville
ASB No. D02810

Reprehensible
Editor:
In the March 5 issue of the Daily there
is a letter to the editor signed by Kathleen Solares which complained of the
lack of "facilities- for the distribution of
birth control pills on campus. Her shock
and concern should be directed not to
the lack of these facilities, but to the license rampant in our society which
makes them seem to be necessary.
If the SJS Health Center were to provide such materials, it would be subsidizing behavior which is considered
reprehensible by many in this community. Miss Solares has left out a very
critical alternative available to every
thinking personforegoing premarital
sexual relations out of respect for oneself and the other person involved.
There is no question here of forcing
the moral judgments and standards of
part of the community on another part.
The question at issue is just the opposite. It is to prevent the imposition of one
set of practices and beliefs on the whole
community while making the whole
community pay the bill. I object strenuously to subsidizing illicit sex. Miss
Solares is beating the drum for free sex,
but free sex is an illusion.
Miss Solares, save your shock and
concern for those who get the pill and
then demonstrate their complete commitment too life of self-indulgence. Such
people, lacking self-respect, will never
find personal satisfaction or fulfillment
in a fleeting sexual relationship. Such
fulfillment comes from an adult partnership in a marriage based on mutual
respect and mutual concern. The temporary liaison based on the easy avail’
ability of the pill is simply another
expression of immaturity. If you are not
ready for marriage, then you are not
ready to accept responsibility for the
well-being of your partner.
Your formal education will end before
long, so use your remaining time in college wisely. The pursuit of happiness is
guaranteed to us, but there is not a
guarantee on finding it. Learn to discriminate, develop the use of reason, prepare to accept responsibility for yourself
and others, and by all means, plan to
continue your education as long as you
live. When you have accomplished all
that, you will be able to apply your
knowledge to the solution of the world’s
truly pressing problems. You will in fact,
be a productive member of your cornmunity.
Very truly yours,
Joseph Addison

Tenure revision is imminent but th
rather upsetting proposals originated b
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke hove bee
softened to the point that the Rica
voice of the State College faculty, th
Academic Senate, con accept them.
Several compromise motions for rev
sion of the methods of granting tenur
were passed by the Board of Trustee:
Faculty and Staff Affairs Committee lar
month and they almost surely will gE
the okay of the entire board when
meets March 23-24 in Los Angeles.
The new proposals allow for flexi Wit
in the amount of time a staff member re
mains on probationary status, allow
assistant professors to continue to b
granted tenure, prohibits non -tenure
faculty from being promoted to assc
dote or full professors, and insures thc
only tenured faculty members will sit a
deliberating members of personnE
committees.
The new proposals are a compromise
worked out among the Academ
Senate, the Council of State Colleg
Presidents, and the chancellor’s staf
The final action, however, can only b
interpreted as a defeat for Dr. Dumke
The chancellor pushed hard for his thre
original proposals, and only one o
them, the rule limiting personnel corr
mittees to tenured faculty member
emerged without major surgery.
The other two original proposals weri
that only full and associate professor
be granted tenure, which was throw’
out entirely, and "lot the probationar
be extended to seven years (it is pre
sently four). The new committee recom
mends that a full four year probationalperiod be adopted, but allows a colleg.
president to extend it in -special cases.
Dr. Dumke’s plan was rejected by th.
Faculty and Staff Affairs Committee ii
January, after several months of intensi
fighting between the Academic Senati
and the presidents, who supported D.
Dumke. The chancellor and the presi
dents then pushed for a reconsideratioi
of the rules and a possible compromise
The proposals that passed in Februar,
are the result.
It strikes me that a lot of hard feeling!
could have been erased and a lot o:
figurative bloodshed been avoided if th(
Academic Senate had been brought intc
the tenure revision discussion at the
beginning. A compromise should hay(
been worked out then. But Dr. Dumke, ir
his usual high-handed manner, attempt
ed to ram his ideas down the faculty !
collective throat. Fortunately, this time
was the chancellor who choked.
Quick afterthought: Speaking of the
chancellor, I wonder what he think!
about University of California Presiden:
Charles Hitch’s vigorous statewide corn
paign to get the legislature to ode
quotely fund the UC system. Shouldn:
Dr. Dumke be doing the some thing foi
the state colleges? Well, he’ll probably
stick to his usual method: -workinc.
behind the scenes.- And we’ll probably
get the same result: nothing.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Letters to the Editor
section of the editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus. local, notional or
international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debate on such current affairs. Contributions to Letters tc
the Editor must not exceed 250 words,
must be typewritten, double spaced:
within 40 -space margins and properly
signed with the writer’s name and
faculty or A.S. number. The Daily will not
print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The
editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations
and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.
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News Review

Indian Speech
On Tap Tonight

Budget Cuts
Compiled From Associated Press
SACRAMENTOUniversity of California President
Charles J. Hitch told an Assembly Ways and Means subcommittee yesterday Gov. Reagan’s cuts in the UC budget
requests could lead to a shortage of doctors and dentists so
severe many Californian’s will be without medical care.
Hitch also said UC research into safe pesticides, DDT and
mercury toxicity in food, air and water pollution, drug abuse
and heart and lung diseases may have to be cut back or
eliminated.
The overriding fact of the proposed budget is that it is not
enough. It just does not provide us the wherewithal to do the
job assigned us," Hitch told the subcommittee.
Hitch also said the university has lost $50 million in federal
funds since Reagan took office because the state has failed to
provide its share of construction and equipment cost of
health science facilities.

Cyclists Face Murder Rap
CLEVELAND, OhioFifty-six motorcycle gang members
were charged with first-degree murder yesterday in connection with a Saturday night battle in which five cyclists were
killed.
Chief city police prosecutor Everett Chandler said 46 members of the Breed motorcycle gang and 10 Hells Angels were
charged with murder and also with first-degree riot.
All of the dead and wounded cyclists were stab victims.

Killer Gets Death Sentence
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif.Herschel Andrew Gay, 27, a
former parking lot attendant , was formally sentenced to
death yesterday for the slayings last July 12 of two teen-age
hitchhikers he picked up near Santa Barbara.
Gay, clad in prison denims and manacled and chained,
showed no emotion when the sentence was pronounced by
Superior Court Judge Timothy O’Reilly, who denied a
defense motion for a new trial.
Gay also was convicted of assault with intent to commit
murder in the shooting of John DiIday, 23, of Pine Bluff, Ark.,
and sentenced from one to 14 years in prison on that conviction.

Patrolman Pleads Innocent
SANTA CRUZCalifornia Highway Patrol Sgt. Eldon P.
Allen pleaded innocent yesterday to two charges of sex
crimes against women hitchhikers.
Santa Cruz Municipal Court Judge Donald May set a
March 25 preliminary hearing for Allen, 42, who is free on
$6,500 bail.
Allen, a 14-year CHP veteran, was arrested last Friday.
Sheriff’s deputies said a 23-year-old coed signed a complaint charging that Allen forced her at gunpoint to commit
an unnatural sex act. He also is charged with indecent exposure on complaint of an 18-year-old waitress. Both women
gave police a license number which was traced to Allen’s
’private car, officers said.

Ex-Representative
Urges Voter Action
Former
Congressman
George Brown Jr. urged students Monday to retain the
political process as a method
of change in spite of the frustrations that it might
present.
"There is still a great deal
of justification for a rational
involvement in politics,"
said Brown, who addressed
some 30 students in the College Union’s Umunhum
Room.
Brown who was one of the
first to criticise the United
States’ involvement in
Vietnam, explained that the
political system enshrouds
everyone’s life at some
point.
"You can spend your
whole life holding protests
and demonstrations, but you
will have little impact if you
disregard this fact," stated
Brown while describing the
necessity for becoming in-

volved in the political process.
Speaking of the frustrations that are faced by those
who do become involved,
Brown, who was defeated
last November in a bid for
the U.S. Senate, said that although people have been
working for years to bring
the Vietnam War to an end,
without success, "Vietnam
has been the greatest event
which has contributed to
change in our society."
Turning to another subject, Brown, who was the
guest of the San Jose Democratic Coalition, feels that
President Nixon can be defeated in 1972. According to
Brown, Nixon does not
represent the majority of the
people but only about 30 per
cent. The greater part of the
country, in Brown’s opinion,
does not support the war,
while Nixon’s supporters do.

a

GIRL GREASE MONKEYWorking on her
1956 Chevrolet is Robin Macrae, a I9-yearold SJS sociology major, and the only girl in
an automechanics class of 26 boys. Robin

finds the class "interesting," and the
general opinion of her fellow students and
teacher is that more girls should take the
class.
Daily photo by John Ainley

Problems of the American
Indian will be probed when
Glen Whitman, former
director of the San Jose Indian Center, speaks at SJS
Co-Rec activities tonight in
the P.E. - Recreation Building.
Presently working with the
Indian Urban Health Board,
Whitman will speak on a
variety of topics concerning
the American Indian’s
health, education, and employment problems on and
off the reservation.
Whitman,
a
strong
defender of ’all -Indian" programs in urban life, believes
that federal and state agencies shouldn’t lump American Indian social problems
together with those of other
socio-racial minorities.
One of the greatest

about the material itself.
"It seemed so complicated," she said, "Most of
the guys worked on cars beforeI didn’t even know the
names of the parts."
Robin feels this is probably
the main reason why more
girls don’t sign up for the
class. "But I’m learning as I
go along," she said enthusiastically, "and it’s
really not hard at all."
NEED GIRLS
Robin isn’t the only one
who wishes more girls would
take the course. It is generally agreed among her
classmates that more girls
would make the class more
interesting and certainly
benefit females who wanted
to learn about cars.
Edwin Darland, who
teaches the only auto mechanics class this semester, said, "It’s just as useful
for girls as for boyswe’re
not trying to make mechanics out of them."
Robin’s venture into a predominately male field could
be seen by some worrnen
libbers as a step in the right
direction. But Robin doesn’t
PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF’

Special Student Rental Rates

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
electric

manual

$12.50
per mo.

1 mo.---$8.00
3 mo. ---$21.00

San Jose Typewriter Co., Inc.

MUNCHIES?
15 Different Sandwiches

14"
try our 7". 14", a. 21"

Air nib glop

photographed wedding
for only $95.00 and
receive 40 5 by 5 color
prints in an album.

Call Ted
321-5574 Eves.

Why
pay through it
for auto insurance?

(Development not included)

You’ve been paying through the nose for auto insurance
because somebody said you were a "substandard" risk.
College Student Insurance Service has just spent 5 years
working with the Automobile Insurance Industry to prove
that you’re not. Now, if you’re a member of the associated
students, we’ll give you GROUP DISCOUNTED AUTO
INSURANCE at an average savings of 48 per cent in California. And the coverage can be continued after you leave
school, For further information pick up a brochure at the
Student Affairs Business Office or the Information
counter in the Student Union. Or for a quote now call:

63denesaday.
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Milts woman at
Saimakaose State
ends meet
now

ye, Sub

...have a professionally

feel that way at all. "I Zhink.
women’s lib goes a litt e too
far," she claims. Wlmen
should be happy beim_ women."

F.

Co-Rec activities begin at 7
p.m. with Whitman’s speech
and will continue until 10
p.m. with special recreation
activities including badminton, swimming, dancing,
volleyball and basketball

PLANNING ON
MARRIAGE?

SJS Auto Mechanics Class
Has One-Woman Invasion
By DONNA PEREIRA
Daily Staff Writer
The one with the shoulder length blonde hair and the
baby blue sweater looks a
little out of place.
The only girl in a class of
26 boys, Robin Macrae, a 19year -old SJS sociology
major, was "surprised"
when the auto mechanics
course started, and no more
girls walked in.
"I though for sure there
would be others; girls are always saying they need to
know more about cars,"
Robin said.
She went on to say she took
the class for a "basic knowledge of how to fix my car,
because I was tired of getting gypped everytime
something went wrong with
it
BLUE EYED
The blue-eyed sophomore
owns a 1956 Chevrolet, and
"when it breaks down, it’s
expensive," she remarked.
After somewhat getting
over her initial, self .gonsciousness at die beginning of the semester,
Robin began feeling qualms

problems faced by the urban
American Indian, Whitman
says, is internal strife setween the various "leaders"
Who seem to be springing up
constantly among urban and
tribal groups.
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Weaver, Potter Show
In CU Until March 23

COLLEGE UNION SHOWA Candy Crockett weaving and
an Eric Norstad pot arranged into compatibility by Art
Gallery Director John Carr. The show will run in the gallery
until March 23.
Daily photo by John Ainley

I Metakinesis’

By CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Entertainment Writer
Candy Crockett is not an
ordinary weaver. On the
contrary, she buys her own
raw wool, spins it at her
Woodside cabin, and dyes it,
using local plants and vegetation.
With this in mind, one cannot help but be impressed
with her weavings and wall
hangings on display in the
College Union art gallery.
"Weaving for me is a total
involvement. I’m interested
in all aspects of weaving
from spinning and dyeing
my own yarn to every kind of
technique conceivable for
weaving it together," commented Miss Crockett, an
SJS graduate who teaches an
art extension course.
TOGETHER
Together with the ceramics of Eric Norstad, a commercial potter, Miss Crockett’s exhibit can be seen in
the gallery until March 23.
She is presently represented
in San Francisco’s De Young
Museum’s
Contemporary
Handweavers Show.

Psychic Dance

DANCEHelen Leong and Kathy Oji will perform "Cycle"
at the Dance Studio Hour to be given tonight at 6 in the Dance
Studio in the Women’s P.E.
TAKE OFF TO

EUROPE
Easter 8. Surno

$235-285 r.t. from
WEST COAST
AVAILABLE FLIGHTS
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COLLEGE UNION BLDG.
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Painting
Lecture
Thursday
An illustrated lecture of
his paintings will be presented Thursday eening at
7:30 by Chicano artist Malquias Montoya in the College
Union Loma Prieta room.
Montoya’s talk will be the
first of this semester’s five
lecture series presented by
SJS scholar -in -residence
Froben Lozada.
Montoya, who works in
acrylics and silk screening,
teaches an art workshop in
Chicano Studies at UC
Berkeley. He tries to relate
his paintings to the Chicano
community.
On his role as an artist,
Montoya explained that the
artist should not just stay in
his studio but "get involved,
be related to the community."
Lozada, who is chairman
of the Chicano Studies Department at Oakland’s
Merritt College, will also
talk with Montoya.
The artist’s work may be
seen daily in the room behind
the College Union art gallery
on the third level.

"Metakinesis," a dance
movement with psychical
overtones, will be presented
tonight at 6 in the Dance
Studio in the Women’s Physical Education Building. It
will be the first dance studio
hour of the semester.
The Creative Associates
will perform "What is
Dance?," a lecture -demonstration given this semester
for the Arts of the 20th Century. Members of the group
are Mark Ammerman. Lynn
Brilhante, Julie Harris,
1,onne Moretton and Jan Van
Swoll.
DEFINED
Mrs. Carol Haws, head of
the dance emphasis program
and director of the Associates, defines the group as
"not only being able to be
creative but also being able
to present the techniques of
the 20th century ."
Other choreographed
works will be by Terry
Bothe, Charlotte Campbell,
Don Correia, Cecilia Cruz,
Phyllis Kelly, Helen Leong,
Kathy Oji, Gayl Salsbery,
Gayle
Cynthia Sereni,
Stepanek, Diane Varney,
Debbie Walth, Mia Winston
and Pat Wood.
NUMBERS
Among the dances these
students will perform are:
"Here Comes the Sun," "A
Pawn," "Blind Faith,"
"Once a Square," "African
Rhythm," "Growing,"
"Improvisation"
"Cycle,"
and "One."
Don Correia, a local professional dancer and a
drama major at SJS, will
conclude the hour with a tap
routine to "Biding My
Time."
The Dance Rehearsal and
Performance class, given
through the Women’s P.E.
Department, is the production staff for the studio
hour. Pamela East is the director.
Admission is free and the
public is invited to attend.

"I think that this is one of
the more successful shows
this semester," remarked
John Carr, gallery director.
Although the two artists
did not collaborate, Carr arranged both Miss Crockett’s
wall hangings and Norstad’s
ceramics into a visually
compatible exhibit.
ABSORBING
For both, the process of
artistic creation is totally
absorbing and fascinating.
"Pottery for me has a lot of
individual expression. For
example, a pot is my own
version of it," stated Norstad, who will be participating in an April 3 Peninsula Potter’s Gallery show in
Monterey.
"Weaving is fun and exciting. It’s always moving,
progressing," explained
Miss Crockett. Her interest
in Navajo Indian art is very
evident in her finished products.
HANGINGS
Her wall hangings, many
of them showing the stillshaggy raw wool, utilize
rich, earthy colors such as
deep purples, dark reds, and
shades of brown.
Norstad describes his
wares as -functional pottery" and makes everything
from deep stoneware bowls
to flat, shallow plates.
His ceramic creations,
with cool blue, green, and
brown tones combine with
Miss Crockett’s weavings to
make the folk -like show one

For Students

Opera Tours

which everyone, regardless
of their artistic ir’erests,
will find at very lea -,t unusual and interesting.
EXPERIENCE
A professional potter or 19
years, Norstail’s experience
in creating ceramic wares
confidently
shows
through
in his polished
platters and bowls.
Like Miss Crockett, who
makes "things that are useful as well as being beautiful," Norstad, formerly an
architect, makes functional
and utilitarian pottery.
Nationally known for his
works, Norstad uses high
temperature clay or stoneware. His current SJS display has a repetitive brown
leaf-like motiff on his dishes.
MARIGOLD
Perhaps because her wool
dyes are made from local
marigold flowers, poplar
leaves and blackberry
shoots, and is slightly influenced by Navajo art, Miss
Crockett’s weavings have a
primitive quality.
In one brown and black
weaving, Miss Crockett uses
an old Indian doll and
natural objects such as
feathers and sticks, to make
a unified art work vit of
various mixed media..
All in all, the prsent
Crockett-Norstad show is
worth seeingnot only for its
aesthetically
pleasing
quality but also to see two
artists’ labor of love
reflected in their works.

CARTOON DRAWIN(,Jim Gardner’s 23 drawings in the
Art Building hallway display animated, colorful movement.
His show ends Friday.

Drawings

Groups of interested SJS
students are going to attend
forthcoming San Francisco
Opera events, thanks to the
efforts of Dr. Arthur Regan,
professor of English at SJS.
"Too many students don’t
know how much the opera
has to give them, simply because they haven’t been exposed to it," Regan stated.
Dr. Regan has had an interest in the opera since he
was a child, and spends
much of his spare time turning on students to what he
calls "the greatest show
business."
Regan is currently on the
opera review panel on KPFA
radio in ’Berkeley. Since
January he has participated
in three programs, and now
broadcasts a weekly opera
preview. The show airs
every Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
and is supplemented with an
opera quiz once a month.
Dr. Regan is trying to promote opera interest at SJS
and would like to give a
course in the fall on opera
libretto as literature, using

Clas scs
i
Evening
,
Tonight
"An Evening With the
Classics" is a new record
show on Wednesday nights
from 8 to 9 on KSJS, 90.7 FM.
Brian Prows, KSJS disc jockey, said the program is not
only for music 10A and 10B
students but for all who want
to hear classical music at its
best.
Tonight’s show includes:
Mendelssohn’s
"Hebrides
Overture," Haydn’s "Surprise Symphony," Beet-’
hoven’s "Pathetique Sonata" and Tchaikovsky’s
"Swan Lake."
Classical happenings in
the Bay Area include: Seizi
Ozawa and the San Francisco Symphony at Zellerbach Auditorium, Berkeley,
this Thursday at 8:30 p.m.
and Artur Rubenstein, pianist, at the San Francisco
Opera House Sunday at 8:30
p.m.

operas presented during the
San Francisco Opera season.
Because of the work he has
done in generating the interests of students, the San
Francisco Opera has invited
jam to bring groups of San

It’s lot much ...
but it’s ours
Society for Advancement of Managemnt

"Initiation banquet March 10th at the
Franciscan Restaurant. Tickets and
dues may be paid for at the Student
Affairs Business Office in the College
Union."

1HARVEY WAL BANGER NIGHT
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Manny is back with the best
entertainment of the week.
Plus: Nfovies & dancing
at the Annex. $1.00 cover
provides a Free drink.
I4%tv9A1VT9=4;t9giTyllitUIGE
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an unusual
conference center
in the Santa Cruz mountains
Serenity in a sylvan setting for
work and relaxation Deluxe all.
year, ad -weather accommodations
located in a secluded mountain
meadow on 160 tree -filled acres
No smog, noise or neighbors.
Beautiful conference rooms, great
hospitality for 8 to 30 guests
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away from San Francisco. For free
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Route 1, Boy 521, Boulder Creek,
CA 95006.
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Evoke Smile
Colorful to look at and with lots of comic book type action,
Jim Gardner’s drawings, in the Art Building hallway, fail to
evoke any emotional response in a viewer except maybe
amusement.
The one-week exhibit offers everything from Mickey
Mouse to Elvis Presley in subject matter I with greater emphasis on the latter). Out of the 23 pen drawings, four are of
Presleyon a silver background, surrounded by a pair of
gold glitter hearts, or just of the singer’s familiar pose.
Black and white cartoon strips, reminiscent of Saul Steinberg, could be thought of as social commentary or, on the
other hand, pure visual entertainment.
Several of Gardner’s drawings are pure pop cartoons
stylized, of course, by the artist into a conglomeration of
color, people, and balloon sayings. The chaos in these cartoon
drawings leave one in a similar statechaotic.
One might welcome these drawings with open-armed
familiarity, but I find them interesting only at face value. In
other words, it is difficult for one to find ( other than social
comment) anything of great significance in these drawings
from an aesthetic viewpoint.
One can only glance quickly at Gardner’s works and smile
at the humor his drawings provide. No other expression by
the artist is conveyed to the casual viewer.
C.F.

Jose students to the operas.
"Titus" by Mozart on March
17 and "Faust Counter
Faust" on March n, are two
of the first operas to which
Dr. Regan plans to take 10
interested students.
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Rhodes Gets Spartans’ Tenth Win

Pitching Does It Again
By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Sports Writer
The Spartans registered a
satisfying but comical 9-2
baseball victory over St.
Mary’s yesterday and in the

as.
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wo
tch
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SPARTAN SOPHOMOREMike Rusk was
chosen Spartan Player of the Week last
week. Rusk will be one of the three starting
pitchers this weekend when Los Angeles

State comes to San Jose to open the conference season. Rusk compiled a 3-2 record
during exhibition play and is working on a
shutout string of 14 innings.
Daily photo by Dave Thurber

Women’s Teams Face
Weekend Competition
With barely a month of
practice, two women’s
teams prepare for strong
competition Saturday, as the
women’s basketball team
plays Cal State Hayward in
the women’s gym at 10 a.m.
and the gymnastics team
travels to Diablo Valley College for the Division of Girl’s
and Women’s Sports compulsories.
The basketball team, recently defeated Stanford
University and at the U.C.
Davis Invitational, beat
Sacramento State. An interesting factor of the Stanford game was that SJS won
in the last five seconds with a
basket made by Stephanie
Addcock, captain of the "A"
team.
SJS, coached by Miss

FREE BOOKLET
COMPUTER.
CAREERS
Facts from CDIAn
educational licensee
of Control Data Corp.,
makers of the world’s
most powerful com ute

FAMOUS BRAND
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Brand New
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:

For further information call:
247-1444 or 287-6829
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BUCKLE BOOTS
Fewer
Ambit
hylkerd

2999
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GLOWS
1001115
Hill
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MOODIP
MALTED

MULTI LAMP..11.0

AL SKIS

99
90P

79"
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FORMER

UP

eStmet

$4.00

(Boots with skis are 51.50 less)

266 E. Santa Clara
(Next to Lucky)

Lamm FTench In

THIS GROW
FORMERLY
USED FOR
RENTAL

111111 NE(K

25 N.14th San Jose 95112
Sand me FREE Booklet
4, on computer careers
.0 I am eligible for
GI benef its Age-----..

$3.00

Boots

Buckle

’CLEANING CENTER

6 wk course in Self -Defense for
Men and Women
Techniques in c ludeK AR ATE
KUNG FU
JUJITSU
Class meets Wed 7-8:15 pm
Starts March i0
Total cost..$18

SKYLINE

Lace

10’; off on all dry
cleaning when ASB
card is presented with
soiled garments
IF YOU’RE A GROOVY
THING, (OR BELONG
TO SOMEONE THAT
IS), DO THE DRY
CLEANING THING
WITH U . gre,4

AAA A**A-AAnk-A-Ant***AA-***AA.4
The Satisfaction of ,1
Self -Defense

SkiSkis&
Rentals
Poles
$4.50
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$7.50
$9.50

Groovy
things
love us

No Other Store Offers Such Discounts
SKI BOOTS
PARKAS SKI PANTS
599

uSPDXY

226Call
9-682
or CLIP & MAIL

same play when catcher Dan
Hilken dropped the throw
from the outfield.
Two more Gael errors
accounted for two Spartan
runs in the fourth as Alan
Thomas, St. Mary’s second
baseman took his foot off the
bag covering first on a sacrifice play to load the bases.
Hightower was retired on a
bouncer to second but drove
in one fun. Shortstop Larry
Lintz followed with a ground
ball booted by Gael shortstop
Tim Quinlan allowing the second run to score. Lintz stole
two bases on the day making
the team record for the
season a perfect 23 steals in
23 attempts.
Lintz and Quinlan tied in

soccer team, the Iron Peppers, extended their record
to 4-0 Monday with a 6-1 win
over the Westerners while
the Sunshine Boys dropped
Mexico United 5-0.
The intramural department is now taking applications for its next sport, sixman volley-ball. Applications are due March 17 with
play beginning March 23.

Wood
Fischer Hickory
Pischer Fiberglass
Northland Metal
Lamborghlni Metal
Head 2405T0
Head 360

fielding lapses. "We’ve won
ballgarnes, let’s talk
about that," he remarked

ten

PRICES SLASHED!

-"

CONTROL DATA

Three basketball games
highlighted action in an abbreviated intramural schedule Monday night. Kokane’s
Blues scored a 50-36 win over
the Lucubrators in E ’eague
play while the Han. icaps
and the Hunch Buncl. won
games in the D leagut
So far, the top team i’s the
tournament is the Nubs with
a4-0 record. The number one

the mistake department with
two errors apiece. Menges, 1pleased with his team’s play,
had little to say about the is

75cYo OFF

wi FA..
FlatuFFC
,,
tot,. 1,11nitt %MAI.
.,
teatl
1.111.
OF sant 0111 ’AM

CONTROL DATA
INSTITUTE
An educational licenses of

New Yorker

Intramurals

by Dennis Smith produced a
Spartan run. George Hightower, starting in left field
for Al Ariza, was then safe on
an error. Rhodes followed
with a double to score Smith,
Hightower scoring on the

DISCOUNTS

M

Job Opportunities
Starting Salaries
Career Advancement
Training Opportunities

other."

the attack with three

EQUIPMENT

IEVERYTHING REDUCED TO CLEAR!

Answers your ClueltiOns
about:

"A filthy, good humored,
crass something-or -

starter Jerry Schnell e r six
runs in the fir.- t four immgs,
forcing Schnell to abdicate.
Schnell and reliever Dennis
Mahoney allowed 13 hits
spread out among eight SJS
hitters. Catcher Tim Day

led

hits including a double, and
two rbi’s.
The most damage was
done in two innings, the
second and fourth, when SEES
scored five runs on four hits
and three St. Mary’s’ errors.
In the second, a single by
Chris Guenther, a ground out
by Mike Cozzens and a single

CLEARANCE!

Netters Win
SJS’ tennis team upped
their season record to 4-0
with their third 9-0 win,
this time over San Francisco
State in a road encounter
yesterday afternoon.
Again, the netters were
able to win without losing a
single set, paced by Carlos
Kirmayr who won in first
singles 6-1 and 7-5.

routines in the beginning,
low, and high intermediate
and advanced levels. The advanced level gymnasts will
perform individual routines
while all other levels will
perform routines prescribed
by the DGWS Committee.
Several weeks ago the
gymnasts defeated Diablo
Valley and Cal State Hayward in a home meet. Strong
performances in this compulsory meet were shown by
Debbie Dye at the beginning
level, Kathy Sperry, Liz
Kushion, and Jill Chandler at
the intermediate levels and
Anne Rovetta at the advanced level.

Carol Luther is playing both
an A and B team this season.
"I don’t know how good the
team was last year", commented Miss Luther, "as I
wasn’t coaching it, but this
year we have many good
players."
Miss Betty Barnard, coach
of the women’s gym team is
optimistic of a first place win
for the team at the compulsories. As last year’s DGINS
compulsory champions, the
team faces opposition from
Sacramento State, Sonoma
State, Chico State, as well as
junior colleges including
Diablo Valley and Chabot.
Competition will consist of

process got the second good
performance in a row from
their pitching staff.
Raleigh Rhodes hiked his
record to 3-0, as he went the
distance, allowing two unearned runs in the eighth and
ninth innings. His effort
followed a weekend shutout
by sophomore Mike Rusk.
The comedy was provided
by 11 errors, six by the Spartans, five by the Gaels. SJS
now has a dubious record of
17 errors in its last four
games.
Despite the shabby defense, the Spartans closed
out their exhibition season
with ten wins in 13 games
and now have won six in a
row. Pacific Coast Athletic
Association play begins Friday when Los Angeles State
comes to town.
Coach Gene Menges, not
yet sure of his pitching rotation, said after yesterday’s
game Rhodes is now a candidate for a regular starting
job. "He impressed me more
Coach Gene Menges, not
yet sure of his pitching rotation, said after yesterday’s
game Rhodes is now a candidate for a regular starting
job. "He impressed me more
than at any time this year,
beamed Menges. He could be
a starter."
Rhodes allowed five hits in
his nine innings, walked
three and struck out six. He
faced bases loaded situations

in the eighth ant: ninth,
allowing only the t ...o unearned runs.
The Sparta is shelle (Del

11501505
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"I was a nobody.
An educated pauper
with a lot to say hut
no money to spend.
Why me, I thought?
Why shouldn’t I experience
some of life’s finer moments?
Why can’t I attend
Clint Eastwood film festivals?
Why can’t I afford a pepperoni pizza?
What I needed was a way to earn
good money while I go to school.
Then I discovered the American
Campus Sales Associates.
They changed my life.
Now I earn cash while I attend
school. I represent a nationally
advertised line of diamond
engagement and wedding rings.
American Campus Sales Associates
supplies me with all the materials,
sales aides and samples that I need ... for free.
It takes very little of my time. All I do
is show the rings around
campus and collect the big commission.
Great job! Now, I have a famous name
to talk about, a star to hitch my wagon to
and a beautiful, beautiful outlook on life.
Thank you, American Campus
Sales Associates."

/4.% AMERICAN
/
CAMPUS
/
SALES ASSOCIATES
11150 NE Weidler, Portland, Oregon 9722()
NAME

ICIRLI

F ONE)

FRESHMAN

Al‘’‘LLEL’

SIAM
If you, dear reader,
would like to earn healthy I
commissions (money ) while you attend school, just till in the oiisrn and mail it right away.
We’re looking for someone to represent us on this campus.

sormomonT

JUNIOR

TEL EPRONf

SENIOR

,,nau Iett
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Asian -American Activists

Disinterest Plagues
ExC Day Commune
College’s
Experimental
ExC idea for a Day Commune at SJS may not
materialize if students do
nothing more than talk about
the program, according to
Mark Tigan , co-director of
ExC.
"A lot of people have told
me how much they’d like to
do it, and what a good thing it
is, but so far we’ve only got
ten people signed up," said
Tigan.
The new and unique proposal offers a chance for 12
people to live in an unstructured commune for one
designated day. The first of
these Day Communes will be
Saturday, at the home of
Sandy Kirmeyer, on S.
Eighth Street. Miss Kirmeyer will instruct interested participants in
breadmaking.
-We want to make it clear
that no one has to do anything they don’t want to do;
this is a highly unprogrammed thing," Tigan explained.
Other activities offered
will include folkdancing,
taught by Psychology Professor, Dr. Jay Rusmore; instruction in macrame and
leatherwork, wine tasting
and cheese sampling;
organic gardening tips; and
a sensitivity session.
-These are just suggestions," Tigan pointed out.
"The actual operation will be
up to the twelve people we
get."
The directors of ExC will
KSJS LOG
90.7 FM
5:30-SPECTRUM NEWS:
News of the campus. Local,
state and national events.
Focus: John Miles on Rock
and Roll. Sports. Editor’s
Desk.
6:00-THE RICK LIMING
SHOW
6:55-BUCHWALD ON: Art
Buchwald talks on varied
subjects.
SPEC7:55 -SPARTAN
TRUM: Campus news.
8:00-AN EVENING WITH
THE CLASSICS: See page 4
for details.
9:00-BBC WORLD THEATRE

among
the dozen
participants, the proper
number of people they feel
competent to share particular knowledge in assorted
fields.
Ex(’ has two houses available which they can schedule
people for, but not enough
people have indicated a desire to actually participate in
the program, so even the
first house is not filled yet,
according to Tigan.
Anyone interested in being
part of the Day Commune is
urged to sign up in the ExC
office on the second level in
the College Union, or to leave
his name and address in the
AS. offices, also located on
the second level in the C.U.
ExC office hours are:
Monday 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.,
Tuesday and Thursday
12:30-2 p.m., and Friday 1-4
p.m.
The only requirements the
individuals are asked to
meet are that they be relative strangers to each
other, and they contribute $3
to be used only for things
consummed by the commune for that day.

Asians
Action

War

Resisters

In

Prison."

Campus Ambassadors, 11
a.m., C.D. Almaden.

Women’s I.iberation, 1
p.m., C.U.
Umunhum.
Orientation and workshop.
Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m.,
Eng. 247,
Society for Advancement
of Management (SAM I, 7:30
p.m., Franciscan Restaurant, 1580 Hamilton Ave.
Iniation banquet.
Principles of Humanity
(ExCi, 7:30 p.m., Eng. 331.
Introduction to dialectical

a

growing

eluding the Japanese, Chi- Jo Ann brought theit singing
to prisoners at Soledad State
nese, and Filipinos.
Miss Nakamura, a gradu- prison.
LIBRARY
ate student in dance, added
Also planned for Solt lad is
that although each of these
groups had their own organi- an Asian-Amoican li! .ary,
zations for community ser- folk rock concerts, a. 1 a
vice, ACA would help them special educational-cultural
organize and attain their project for interested prisoners. Soledad, however,
goals.
Presently, ACA has 30 does not limit the extent of
active members. Their first their prison projects. ACA
major program, the Soledad hopes to expand their proProject, began last week grams of entertainment and
when folksingers Chris and education to as v state and

Management Club To Host
Annual Initiation Banquet
For many second and third
year students, the Society for
the Advancement of Management has become an institution. But since its inception in October 1958, it
has been anything but archaic in its efforts to keep
members informed of the
problems, policies, and
methods of management.

Black Experience
To Show Films

This year will be no exception when SAM hosts its
annual initiation banquet at
the Franciscan Restaurant,
1580 Hamilton Ave. (at Meridian) tonight at 7:30.
The $5 tickets, which can
be purchased at the Student
Affairs Business Office, entitle students to dinner. A
speech will be given by Dave
Munroe on "Career Reorganization and Development." Munroe is a representative of Career Transitions.
In attendance will be Dr.
Louis Fischl, chairman of
the Management Department, Dr. Burton Brazil,
executive vice president,
and Dr. Milburn D. Wright,
dean of the school of business.
SAM’s upcoming activities
include a tour of computer
facilities at IBM March 18, a
tour of Mercury News April
1, and a "Day with the Man-

unification principle.
Accounting Lab, 7 p.m.,
I,N 301. Open to all students
needing help in accounting.
SJS Surf Club, 7 p.m., C.U.
Costanoan. Trip discussed.
Films shown.
Cheerleaders, 7:30 p.m.,
weight room,
men’s gym.
Practice sessions.
TOMORROW
Cheerleaders, 7:30 p.m.,
weight room,
men’s gym.
Practice sessions.
Forum, 8
Student
Bahai’
p.m. (’U. Montalvo.
SJS Ski Club, 7:30 p.m.,
Eng. 132. Ski trip signups$13 members, $18 nonmembers.
International
Re Education Foundation, 6
p.m., Re-Education Center,
390 S. 15th St. Speaker is Dr.
Leonard Jeffries.
Beta Alpha Psi, 7:30 p.m.,
Del Vecchio’s, 1547 Meridian
Ave. Guest speaker is Tom
Sullivan of Arthur Young
and Company.
Hillel Foundation, 7:30
p.m., women’s gym 101.
Israeli:
Folkdancing, instruction and free dance.

111
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NO COVER ’NO MINIMUM
DINNER SHOWS 830 pm
COCKTAIL SHOWS 108, 11.30 Pm
TUESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY
FOR RESERVATIONS 295-8460 295 8461
30 South FIRST ST SAN JOSE
RitnitrertnInInte********ItntrtntnInIntrilrentoMe

Foreign Language
BOOK SALE
2 OFF
MARCH 8th THRU 12th
Novels, Literature, history and grammer

SANTA (AM.,

CINEMA 150

3

SO

sa

O

COM

PRUNEYARD 311
J1120

F I

VE EASY

IRPRUNEVARD )
CAPSIOSSLI.

ill

One block from campus

8:30-5:30

ME, 9-4 Sat

294-2091
4.444,44,444644ww

FRIDAY FLICK -Heil in the PSC.11C"
& 10 PM Morris Dailey Aud
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A tree
public meeting discus,ng humanism
and the organ.ied humanist move
fnent. will
be presented by
the
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE, Fri 12 Mar B pm at 738 N 2nd
5.1 Call 5017 for more information
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
Public meet.ng discussing humanism
and the organized humanist move
Tent,
win
be presented by
the
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE, Fri 12 Mar 8 pm at 738 N 2nd
Si Call 294001? for more information
ZEBRA HUT -relax and have a draft
with trends
shoot a game of darts
and unwmo THE ZEBRA HUT $77 W
Alma A VP
AU10111011111 12
FOR SALE
4 650 13 Snow & Mud
Tires Good Cond Call Dan at 944 9308.
540 for set

r,

be

the

(Between Auzerais and San Carlos)
San Jose, California

EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC
24 HOUR SERVICE
a Ara & melt 01,1100.4 Peedeila
COACMIMON MOWS S html

6850 11851 SI Oontoorn San lose
I 0111 1111( 0111 AYf Willow Glen
Ii Willi 1 AIR Shappin: Ceniet
4 /9 0111111115112 Alf Pale ill,

/I

IKETHURSDAY,
& TINAMARCHTURNER
25 8PM
Jose Civic Auditorium
SanTICKETS
$3.75,
$5.75
$4.75,

Available at
San Jose Box Office
912 Town $ Country Village
next to Fox Theatre 246.1160

Would You
Like a Table
for Two?

Would you like an intimate
atmosphere along with a superb
meal? Make a dinner date here.

292-1266
A I.

ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC el a biode
gradable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their Shaklee distributor at
252 4286

WANTED: Good Pianist & Bass Play
er ( JAZZ only) Prefer string bass
Hours will not interfer with studies or
school. Want musicians, not rock play
ers, Recording dares also Call Joe
Home Aft 5,225 8400. Work 2022 SJSC.

THE LIVING BED The original and
only guaranteed HEATED waterbed.
By innerspace Environments. Don’t
be misled by Cold beds. Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar 10 yrs. With:
Bag, safety liner heater & auto con
trot See at 1424 Searcy Dr Si nr. Al
maden Expy. 265 5485 or in Okl 743
0340.

We need parttime help, Male or
F emale,
flex
hrS
Management
Trainees Call Tom 2666503 for inter
view
LUST AND 10040
FOUND
FEMALE GERMAN SHE
PARD around San Carlos and 11th, on
31 Contact Nancy at 295 9588 Dog
recently had pups

WATERBEDS, From Sr. All sizes
incl. Round & 709 Jumbo. Sexually
benefic
Alive, Moving w you, en.
homing yOur energies. Healthy, float
mg freely w perfect back suppOrt so
you can sleep well
YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201 Del
mob Ave. 1 mi. from SJS on Park Ave.
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone
anytime BU6 1263.

FOUND Cash. Identify and claim. Call
3496034
7 p m
12 p m
Lost, I pr. wire rimglasses & 1 pr.
shades together in cloth glass case.
Call Carolyn 287 3481 Box no. 714 AT.
Will the
who took my Brief
Case
from
Spartan
Bookstore
PLEASE RETURN IT. to me I will
Pay No questions asked I need my
notes at least if you would drop them
off at the mailboxes at 473S 11th 1 d
appreciate it
Phone 285 13789 to
arrange a deal for the rest

69 Rolasclaw Motorcycle Trailer, 12"
wheels, single rail but will handle up to
3, Almost new 287 9343.
LATEST ALBUMS played for taping
only 5200 Two mo. old Sony receiver,
Sony recorder, Bigson Guitar, casetter
recorder. Nikon F. Durst enlarger
must sell 209 5 14th St. 286 1460 Alter

HOUSING 161

Female Rmrnts. needed 121 to share
house on 10th St $48 each plus utilities.
Pets 0 K 295 5564
ROOMMATE Needed. Call evenings
or mornings (early or late) 293 1271160
per month or 147 50.
-AL’,

I

RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service. Call
Esche’s 751 2598
AUTO INSURANCE
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused -Annual
Liability Rates. Married or single age
14 & over 594, Married 21 24 $163,
Single men 24 II under $250. Mr. Toll
241 3900
Typing-term papers. etc., exp.,
ienced and fast Phone 269-8674.
STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast,
accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter
phone 2416511
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit. Four miles from
campus Mrs. Aslanian 298.4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports Disertations. Marianne Tamberg, 1914
Harris Ave. Call 371-0395, San Jose.

HONDA.1967, 305 Semi Chopped, new
pistons & rings Good tires 1350. Call
262 5135 evenings and weekends.

ROOMS63-me. kitchen privileges
available. 1 block from SJS. 155 So.
11th St. Call 295 4863.

1965 VW black. new 1400 CC engine
brakes, tires, fast & clean, also new
holly bugspray carb & manifold, going
to Europe. 286,1460 after 5.

SCOTT 260E Amplifier. 120 clean, Mn
distorted watts, excellent cond. orig.
$300. now only S175. Call 275 0596.

3 bedroom furnished apt for rent 298
5585 after 1 p m 467 So 8th

Jewelry
Custom design in cost gold
and silver One of a kind wedding
bands & other things. Geo. Larirnore
Old Town lie the back) 354 8404.

Girls: turn? bedroom apt Ii blk SJS
No Lease 5140,1 bdrrn 1120, 451 S 10th
51 Toam
2pm C‘121327

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED OM
MANENTLY 735 E Santa Clara Street
Pm 513 Phone 294 4499

84 VW Fresh engine 9 clutch, exhaust
extract, hevi duty shocks, brakes 8.
tires XLNT Perf rnech, eat, int. Out
standing car for coeds See to believe.
Call Dick at 294 9170 after 7 8. week
ends

0

lines

"DOE TORS’ WIVEs-

5

lines

HE PRO[ SSIONA

si

lines

Richard Crenna In

1401 So. 1st

LO VW Box paneling, carpeting, bed,
table, curtains, wide tires, new paint,
rebuilt engine 197 7016

Functional Transportation ready to
transport 1961 Comet 4 Dr Sedan 5100
327 6160

lines

Dean Cannon -

CAL OF OR NI A ’ S OLDEST
CAMERA SHOP

MALE Clean Sleeping Rms. Quiet
near campus. 29513781 or 295-2355
Reasonably Priced!

3

nirra

will

2 MIL BEDS (matt box springs, 1
frame) For Sale ISIS 8. $151 or trade
for couch Call 241 1048 or 286 3544

NT nimum
it,se I .’rS
(’’me 1101

r111.

4..
41

ACA

Agnew visitation program.
Weekly, 25 members of ACA
will visit Asian Americans in
Agnew State Hospital,
PRIME FACTOR
Some of the Asian patients
don’t speak English, Miss
Nakamura
explained.
Others, she added, simply
didn’t have any visitors, a
prime factor in the life of any
patient.
"We want them to know
someone cares," said Miss
Nakamura.
In addition to the visitation
program, ACA had instituted
an aid project for patients
who are ready to resume a
place in society. The aid will
consist of job placement,
social programs, and help in
"becoming a part of the
Asian community."
ELDERLY
For elderly members of
San Jose’s Asian population,
there will be a weekly round
of recreational activities and
programs. There will be
demonstrations of games,
handicrafts, and traditional
Asian pastimes.
Any student interested in
helping the ACA, through
volunteer work, education,
entertainment, or finance
should contact Sachiko
Nakamura at the SJS Asian
Studies Department, Barracks no. 9.

Men’s Ski Boots 12M-EXC. COND
Master Austria, $25 Call After 4 p.m
251 4715

RMMT, NEEDED 17 yr old ir to
share quiet, clean. turn 2 bdrrn apt
with clean, straight, non smoker. pipe
OK. Pool 547.10 ea George 2966010

Golf Clubs, 2 Woods, 7 IrOns, w bag.
Wollensak 3M R R 4tr Tan*
555
Recorder 560 241 1258 eve.

TR4C,
see to

Female roommate needed, own room.
570 So 4th 8. San Salvador Call Karl
197 1095

1111P A411110
SALES PART-TIME . 33 50 per hour
72 year old fraternal organization has
opening
or man to do service &
membership work. We eater complete
training, salary or commissions, ex
penses pension program, bonuses and
car plan Call Mr Mayo. 9 3 at 243 1313
Alter 3 Call 356 4524.

MENRoom with porch, furnace heat,
wall to wall carpet, near college quiet
40650 11th St
LIBERAL FEMALE for irnmed occu
Pancy In 2 bdrm turn apt on Al 5 9th
ONLY 557 rno Call 275 0596

College Students: Respectable part
time sales On commission basis. Will
train call collect 123097$ or 1759907.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
immediately Furnished, own room
$65 Per mo 451 So 10th S J Call
Dianne 287 7463

wrnsw:

to work Into Sales Salesmen
Management Positions 3502 per cent
Ask for Mr
Comm Call 253 6101
Panda

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
APRIL 1 to JUNE I, to share apt w3
others 560 per mo Call 195 0994

Part Time Be Pull time sales, male or
female, 5300 part time guaranteed
Phone Mr. Workman 147 29130.

I,2, or 3 FEMALE ROOMMATES
NEEDED Large house 240 So 12th St
$9200 Call 7759709

CLASSIFIED RATES

SO SSCOMI

REGENCY
E. San Fernando

’

Austin Healy WI’S 64 Convertible,
rebult engine, 67 trans, new tires, very
good coed $550 or best offer Call 286
19135 or 241 2998

With Jack Nicholson

A

TRANSPORTATION

9

EUROPE, ISREAL, EAST AFRICA,
Student Travel Discounts, Official
SOFA
Representative for inter
European student charter flights. Two
month Student Eurailpass 5115. Three
wenks camping
in Russia
and
Caechoslovakia $156 Floe weeks in
Spain. Portugal and Morocco MO,
London Capetown scowl week African
Safari 5641 International Student I.D.
Card Contact I S.C.A representative
Fred Black. 2536 Regent St Berkeley,
94704 Hours 46 pm 1415/ 843.1857 or
LA office 12131 1326 5669
EUROPE
CHARTER
FLIGHTS
Several schedules available from West
Coast to London, Amsterdam and
Frankfurt Winter fltghtS 5250 to 9265
roundtrip or $150 oneway Spring end
summer flights 5260 to 5375 roundtrip,
and $160 10 5175 noway
Coordinator
Prof Margaret R Peal 747 Royrroft
Ave. Long Beach, 90803 213 438 2179
inquisitive wanderer needed to travel
with in Europe this summer, female
L,nda. 165 4035 eve Sun Thura

No refunds on cancel/eat ado Print yew ad Ave:

One day

Tao days

Thu*. days

four days

firs days
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3.00

2.00
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2.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
1.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

3.00
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Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body Darlene M. Miller RE.247 No.
Third, San Jose. 295 0995.

(Count apprommatety 39 letters and spaces for each tine)
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71
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IS YAMAHA DT1 1250 Endurol Low
Milage Great trails bike Highway
legal Extra eqpt. 000 Call Bob after 6
pm Tues., MOS,. Fri

PIECES

of

Specialists.

346 Josefa St.

fi
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t
Spartan
S

Sat

Nominated fore Oscars

VOLKSWAGEN
ser-

to new "Burger Chef"

U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, yield
dickers, camping supplies. Navy pea
coats, bell bottom pants (denim wool.
whites), LOrielOn Bobby Capes, Spanish
Leather Jackets HIPPIE FISH
IONS Furs & Leather. JACK S. PAT’S
3RD HAND STORE. 375 E. /gadding
St
7036 Thornton ave.
S.J. AISO
Newark. 105 Mon. Thurs 10.6 Fri 8.

Barbra Streisand and
George Segal in

COIN

Service

Next

ISA

PRUNE YARD 1/1
CAMOSn.l.
1020

vice

community

78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE

and Alec ginner
COM

Another

SILVA
TEXACO

’70 HONDA DO, Set up for dirt, BOO in
custom tank, fenders & seat 5500 firm.
797 9860 Before 3 p in

"CROMWELL"
With Richard Harris

penal facilities which

will accommodate them.

complete motor service
service smog devices
brake tune-up lobe

1969 Triumph Motorcycle
Beautiful Condition, must
apprec 51050 Call 295 9490

Above All There is...

Analysis with each tune-up.

LATE FOR CLASS?

rus(ci(nRcirRt

NOW APPEARING...MARCH 2 TO 14
T.V. & RECORDING STARS

county

Engine

FREE Complete Electronic

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
-LOW RATES Warmama
’71-2’’’
son
MI=

SIR clatitig5

THE OWL and
THE PUSSYCAT -

SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES
Rentals
Sales

ager," similar to career day,
to be arranged. A mock
interview with prospective
employers is also planned.
For four consecutive
years, beginning in 1964,
SAM has been rated the
undergraduate chapter by
its professional counterpart.
Awards given on the basis of
membership attendance,
professional character, and
job placement, were captured five times by tho SJS
chapter.
The club became the first
chapter to win more that. two
awards. Each year two $100
scholarships are awarded to
students for scholastic
ability and attendance,

The Department of Black
Sept. 3 by the Black Studies
Studies, in its series of Department.
events for Black Experience,
Students interested in
will be presenting two films working to organize the trip
tomorrow at 4 p.m. in room may contact Lynda Preston,
132 of the Engineering Build- program co-ordinator, 293ing.
7725 or the Black Studies DeThe films will be "Nossa partment.
Terra,"
depicting
the
SOME PEOPLE ARE LIKE GODS
struggle of the Peoples of
They have a Secret Power . .
Portuguese Guinea and
A sense of Calm ... A sense of Destiny
"Finally Got the News,"
NOV. TO WA GAMES ANN Al LANCE DESTINY
reel.,
I,.,,,
someone
Suppose
describing the labor efforts
ey,
haw, Ow,, sly,’ of igisluice
.0.011 how 10 plon
0.01
f0. ,npie
of a league of revolutionary
ou ..11.10,910 Os Ina ram, Of (iicansianes WI oil
10 010
COnStiOuS cores, am sreni
SW1110 control Orr v01.0 0,unislancel 10, Settnell like a Loa tro rook eso Irv. III .
black workers in Detroit.
rAel. iist weft
T,T er,
arTe
*not
Another feature in the
KM 70 Will EAMES ANO INIININCI OE St Ike I. mesa Ile Astersntas Goes Book i .01
Br 0
series tomorrow night at 8
Everyone talks about
Books I and II Available
MEDITATION bun how do you do
Now at your college bookstore
p.m. in Morris Dailey will be
it, When, And why? Available
Oflhn II 98 ea or ceder
the Todd Cochran Trio, the
now lui the lirsi time
from Open Hosiers. Box 1071,
ENERGY MEDITATIONS
SI 00
Pardons, Calif 11102
Umoja Dance and Drum
press add II 251,. nsell orders
seri, Tor 52 25 rain postage p0.11
troupe, and poetry by the
Church of Poetic ExSAN IOSE’S FINEST ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
pression. A $1 donation is requested to help finance the
trip to Africa set for June 26-

**************
TYPE
RIGHT

Community
is

Asian activist group formed
by SJS students and San
Josean.s who want to promote communication, understanding,
and
cooperation within the Asian
conununity.
Sachiko Nakamura, president of ACA, said one of the
guiding purposes behind
ACA was to unite the assorted ethnic members of the
Asian society in San Jose, in.

Spartaguide
TODAY
0.T. Club, 4 p.m., H-301.
Video tape on therapeutic
techniques for profound
mentally retarded patients
and physically disabled crib
cases.
FASA (Filipino-American
Students Assn. ), 7 p.m., C.U.
Almaden. General meeting
to discuss plans for cultural
week.
Intercultural
Steering
Committee, 4:30 p.m., Intercultural Center, 10th and San
Fernando streets.
YAF, 2 p.m., C.U. Diablo.
Book Talk, 12 noon, C.U.
Cafeteria. ’The Unlawful
Concert: An Account of Presidio Mutiny" and "In the
Service of Their Country:

for

I ACA I

295-6202

DICK LLOYD’S
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

Cooperation Promoted

place,

PHONE

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

214

till

"HUSBANDS"
with John Carreto,
Peter ran,
Ben 0 aaaaaa

sfta,tta-ft goo/wale
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